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Abstract: Most economic downturns have stemmed from inefficiencies in the economic system. This
research paper aims at investigating the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic—an exogeneous health
crisis—on global mergers and acquisition (M&A) activity. By gathering statistical data about global
transaction volume, value, and type, the study aims at getting a pulse of how mergers, acquisitions,
and other restructuring activities have been utilized to support corporate objectives amidst these
unprecedented times. While the full-fledged impact of COVID-19 cannot be fully captured at the
moment (early 2021), the study attempts to illustrate how this change to economic stability caused a
Schumpeterian creative destruction of industries. As firms prepare for the growth that will follow this
downturn, M&A will enable companies to look into a future infused with technology and structurally
different business models. This research paper thus captures the deliberate transformation occurring
in the deal world to discuss the possible outlook of the M&A deal market in the post-pandemic
world.
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1. Introduction
While many were speculating about an economic downturn in 2020 (following a
bull market), no one foresaw the economic shocks that would be brought by the onset
of a pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic halted most corporate operations and locked
most of the world’s population inside their homes for health and safety purposes. The
lack of precedence and preparedness of companies (big or small) to face such exogenous
events has resulted in organization-environment fit/misfits [1,2]. The juggling act of
complying with new sanitation standards, government restrictions [3,4], and supply and
demand constraints have exposed firms’ capacity to face the new business environment
shaped by the health crisis. In this novel environment, mergers, acquisitions, and corporate
restructurings have become key considerations for companies looking to realign their
strategic plans to better compete, let alone survive.
One year into the pandemic, we can see that similar to most economic downturns,
some companies were fortunate to profit from the weakening economy while other companies were forced into survival mode or to cease operations. On the one hand, we have
companies with strong balance sheets that used the misfortune of COVID-19 as an opportunity to future-proof and diversify their portfolio using mergers or acquisitions. On the
other hand, some companies were forced to divest part of their business to remove the
excess dead weight. Regardless of the strategy undertaken by corporations, CFOs were
faced with major hurdles in forecasting cash flow and performing accurate valuation given
the unpredictability of the pandemic.
While globally the M&A market slowed down, it never came to a zero-deal volume.
The pandemic was a surprise that tested the resilience of companies in the context of an
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interconnected world. This paper thus explores the impact of COVID-19 on global mergers,
acquisitions, and corporate restructuring activities. Using scientific literature as well as
interviews and statistical data collected by global institutions, the paper looks into better
understanding the short- and long-term effects that this unprecedented turn of events has
had on global M&A.
Throughout this research paper, the term M&A is used to refer to the financial transaction by which two or more different entities consolidate in view of creating synergies that
can be exemplified by gains in operational efficiency and/or increased capabilities. More
particularly, the term “mergers” entails the joining of two comparable sized companies
in view of creating a new entity, while the term “acquisitions” describes the absorption
of a company by a (typically) larger one. While all M&A proceedings are all unique in
value and type, they all aim at supporting the strategic mission and vision of the parties
involved.
In the first part of the paper, through a descriptive statistical analysis of the M&A
markets, we aim to get a pulse of how M&A proceeded amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
The second part then assesses the impact that the health hazard has had on the strategic
plans of companies, and how mergers, acquisitions, or other corporate restructuring
activities have been utilized as a value creation tool to complement the changes in corporate
focus. This section also includes an analysis of ways in which the pandemic has altered
the M&A process. In the third part of the paper, there is an analysis of other exogenous
factors that have also incentivized M&A activity amidst uncertain times. Additionally, in
the fourth section, the research discusses trends that are going to shape M&A activity in
the post-pandemic world. Finally, the authors offer their outlook of the M&A market as
countries globally recover and adapt to the altered consumer and organizational behaviors.
2. Materials and Methods
By gathering statistical data about global transaction volume, value, and type, the
study aims at getting a pulse of how mergers, acquisitions, and other restructuring activities
have been utilized to support corporate objectives amidst those unprecedented times.
3. Results
3.1. M&A during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Deal Volume in the Different Waves of the Pandemic
As observed in Figure 1, when the World Health Organization declared a world
outbreak, the global volume of M&A deals experienced a sharp decline of about 50% as
of mid-February 2020. The unpredictable business environment characterized by stay-athome orders, competing for new government policies, and unclear projections of the scale
of the COVID-19 virus caused this sharp downward slope [5]. In the following months, the
slow easing of lockdown measures, as well as vaccine announcements, gave momentum to
M&A proceedings. Therefore, in those unprecedented times, the total value of disclosed
deals from January 2020 to October 2020 amounted to a value of USD 2.2 trillion [6].
In the last two quarters of 2020, in addition to the reduction in the virus-inflicted
uncertainty, hope for geopolitical stability following a Biden-Harris win and the willingness
of financiers to make up for lost time at the beginning of the year led to V-shape recovery
for the deal market. The fourth quarter of 2020 was designated the “third strongest for
M&A in two decades.” According to the Financial Times, “since the start of October, $612bn
of deals have been agreed, up from $461bn during the same period in 2019 and $491bn in
2018” [7].
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in late 2019 and early 2020 is that they all inflicted unprecedented financial turmoil. As
the research presented by Andriuškevičius [11] mentions, events of economic uncertainty
highlight the capacity of M&A activity to create value for companies looking to grow
strategically, innovate, and/or adjust in light of changing socio-economic conditions.
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Unlike precedent financial crises, the interruption caused to deal volume during the
COVID-19 crisis was not solely a consequence of the downgrading of economic factors.
It was more so an amalgam of environmental and financial determinants. Therefore,
overnight, unlike other downturns, the industry was forced to transform its strategies,
processes, and traditional methodologies to account for the new reality that encompassed
more than financial constraints.
Impact on strategic focus
The pandemic has tested the viability of firms in an evolving competitive landscape
where the “essential nature” of the firm, the delivery method of products or services, or the
firm’s place in the value chain have been reexamined. The virus has thus revealed the weaknesses of corporate structures and presented an opportunity for businesses to transform
and innovate, and to realign their strategic paths to address the current mismatch between
the firm’s value proposition and the evolving needs of its business environment [12].
(i).

M&A to stimulate inorganic growth

In response to the health crisis, there is a group of companies that have looked towards
M&A for the “upgrading and updating of resources and capabilities in a timely manner
to avert environmental shift, rendering the current strategy obsolete” [1]. Faced with
the unpredictable limitations of the pandemic, corporate executives were compelled to
consider more attentively the strategic fit of M&A, and the capacity of M&A to stimulate inorganic growth and profitability in a slowing economy. For example, during the pandemic,
Well Technologies (a company traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange) completed about
10 acquisitions in 2020 to fulfill their corporate strategy of expanding their market share
and product portfolio. Acquisitions such as that of Circle Medical Health in November of
2020 were aimed at growing its operations in the United States, whereas the acquisition
of DoctorCare was intended to increase their product offering by expanding direct billing
services for doctors.
(ii). Opportunistic M&A to address future concerns
Many would agree that the COVID-19 pandemic caused companies from all industries
to undergo a digital transformation that would have otherwise taken about 10 years.
Overnight, businesses were pressed to adopt new business models to adapt to the new
social distancing measures. This situation gave organizations an insight as to what their
present weaknesses were, and what are the gaps they would need to fill to adapt to the
future state of their businesses. Opportunistic companies [13] like Accenture, with strong
cash positions, seized the low-interest rate and cheaper valuations to acquire companies
that would allow them to acquire proprietary technologies or acquire talent (which was
difficult during the pandemic) to stay ahead of the upcoming demands of their clients
and employees. Moreover, Accenture, as one of the most acquisitive companies, acquired
numerous cybersecurity companies or companies specializing in innovative technologies
like blockchain and artificial intelligence to acquire the skills and knowledge that their
clients would require in the coming years [14]. Furthermore, in December 2020, Salesforce
announced the acquisition of Slack Technologies. The goal of this acquisition was to
reinforce Salesforce’s ecosystem of software applications by combining the technologies
of one of the most advanced enterprise-grade communication software to its enterprise
offering, in view of getting ahead of their clients’ needs in an all-virtual work environment.
(iii). Corporate restructuring for survival
The EY 2020 Global Corporate Divestment Study [15] illustrated how divestments
increase the likelihood of companies’ resilience in a slowing economy. For example, following the 2008 downturn, companies who were bold enough to transform their businesses
through divestitures had median shareholder returns that were 61.5% greater than companies that did not divest (see Figure 5: Median change in total shareholder return (2010–2018)
for divestments completed in years 2008–2010). Consequently, amid the COVID-19 crisis,
companies have once again had recourse to divestitures to raise capital for reinvestment,
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would have otherwise been more fluid in a live setting. Moreover, the contactless economy has given rise to the need for the digitalization of key agreements such as disclosure
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3.4. Other Factors Encouraging M&A activity Amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic
Inspired by the PESTLE framework created by Francis Aguilar in 1976, Figure 7 explores the microeconomic (internal) and macroeconomic (external) determinants that
weigh on the ability and willingness of firms to pursue M&A transactions. As illustrated,
there are microeconomic factors defined by a firm’s capacity to complete M&A during the
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(i).

Preplanning—Relationship building

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses relied heavily on traditional physical
experiences; notably, face-to-face meetings, coffee chats, and business conferences to build
their deal pipeline, and close deals [18]. With new health guidelines, physical interactions
between parties had to be virtualized. One of the major hurdles of having virtual interactions is that it is even more challenging to grasp social cues and to discuss topics that would
have otherwise been more fluid in a live setting. Moreover, the contactless economy has
given rise to the need for the digitalization of key agreements such as disclosure agreements
and non-competing contracts [19]. Subsequently, during the COVID-19 pandemic, there
has been the rapid adoption of new tools such as e-signing applications that aim to increase
operational agility and reduce the cost of paper and pen transactions [20]. During the
pandemic alone, Adobe Sign (an e-signature platform) experienced an increased usage of
200% by the financial sector [21].
(ii). Valuation gap
The pandemic’s main characteristic is its unpredictability. This key attribute implied
that the main economic actors also responded in ways that are not necessarily captured
in the math traditionally used in valuation. Therefore, from the onset of the pandemic,
the main issue faced by analysts was to accurately forecast the cashflows as pre-existing
historical financials did not reflect the short-to-medium-term outlook. Besides, with diverging predictions about the evolution of the pandemic from world leaders, markets
acted irrationally, and it became arduous to formulate scenarios. Accordingly, financial
leaders had to focus on building models with different durations (18–48 months) to better
understand the intrinsic value of firms and to add more flexibility to their models [22].
Stress testing revenues and expenses were also crucial to better define short-term, mid-term,
and long-term performances [23]. Additionally, valuation was rendered more complex
with government instituted relief loans such as the Paycheck Protection Loan in the United
States, as well as significant tax law changes in response to the pandemic [24]. Therefore, in
a rapidly evolving environment with no historical precedence, the analysts’ job of forecasting cash flows and constructing discount rates that would reflect the reality of the firms
required extra diligence. As directed by the dean of valuation, Damodaran, in the context
of this global crisis it was thus crucial to “go back to basics and the fundamentals and be
willing to live with uncertainty” [25].
(iii). Due diligence
The pandemic exposed the flaws in the supply chains, technological preparedness, and
effectiveness of companies in dealing with external shocks. With all those vulnerabilities
out in the open, acquirers were compelled to more thoroughly complete due diligence at
all stages of the M&A to have an accurate picture of the impact short-term and long-term
impact of the pandemic on the target’s viability and resilience [24]. Acquirers and sellers
have also been compelled to use more advanced data analysis methods and advanced
technologies to consolidate the due diligence process in this virtual and socially distant
society. For instance, “P&G was able to conduct virtual plant tours when it was divesting,
with the buyers being able to ask questions of those conducting the tour” [26].
Furthermore, key regulatory institutions running at a lowered capacity have posed
additional roadblocks in the due diligence process. For example, “in mid-March, the
Department of Justice announced there would be a 30-day delay in addition to the typical
three- to six-month due diligence process for it to review mergers in their final stages,” [5].
In addition to lengthy processes of financial and legal diligence [27], the pandemic has
posed unique challenges in the accurate cultural due diligence of target companies—a crucial step for the proper integration of the target to the acquiring entity. All virtual working
environments have presented logistical issues in understanding the organizational dynamic
and corporate culture of the target firms; aspects that would, under normal circumstances,
be assessed through site visits, employee interviews, and face-to-face interactions [28].
(iv). Payment methods
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An emerging trend during the COVID-19 pandemic is a preference for stock-for-stock
purchases. Stock purchases allow acquirers and buyers to go further in the deal process
by focusing on relative valuation rather than trying to agree on a purchase price [29,30].
Moreover, this strategy was frequent amongst buyers that operate in industries hit hard by
the pandemic and where financing was unreachable during the downturn. Furthermore,
amidst the persistent uncertainty in the economy, stock-for-stock purchases allowed acquirers to preserve their cash reserves for rainy days. Nonetheless, stock purchases increase the
tax breaks for acquirers as opposed to the increased tax liabilities of cash purchases [31].
With conflicting valuations, target companies were more inclined to negotiate payments that would run for an extended duration and with lower interest rates [23]. Acquires
armed themselves with more complex post-closure price adjustment mechanisms such as
earnouts that are contingent upon achieving specific financial milestones or earnouts that
are paid on a sliding scale [24]. Similar to the due diligence process, acquirers and buyers
risk aversion was reflected in the payment methods employed.
3.4. Other Factors Encouraging M&A Activity Amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic
Inspired by the PESTLE framework created by Francis Aguilar in 1976, Figure 7
explores the microeconomic (internal) and macroeconomic (external) determinants that
weigh on the ability and willingness of firms to pursue M&A transactions. As illustrated,
there are microeconomic factors defined by a firm’s capacity to complete M&A during
the pandemic, which is characterized by its financial position, and its management team
capacity. In terms of macroeconomic factors, there is the health and context of the industry,
the overall economic environment, and the socio-political sphere in which the firm operates
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Divestitures
In the short and medium-term, we can expect an increased number of divestitures
similar to other economic crises. As BCG’s 2020 M&A Report [32] illustrates; in the first
12 months of the pandemic, many companies looked internally and or into traditional
routes such as increasing debt capacity to keep a decent operational capacity. However, in
2021, for many of those companies that are still challenged, management will have recourse
to divestments as the market becomes more suitable for M&A. In a survey conducted
by the M&A Leadership Council, 23% of the respondents were considering divestitures
to raise capital for debt service or to plan for future strategic growth [33]. Divestments
may therefore increase in volume a little further into the bust. “The lag occurs because
companies first try other actions to cope with the downturn, such as reducing expenditures,
obtaining new financing, or exploring strategic options. Moreover, even when they turn to
M&A, they need several weeks to prepare for deal making” [32].
Digitalization of M&A Activity
Prior to the pandemic most of the M&A process relied heavily on physical transactions
and relationship-building. Like all industries, the pandemic has forced financial leaders to
devise strategies to complete M&A transactions remotely, from the first introductions to the
signing of the deal. With more and more employees having a preference for hybrid work
schedules, the M&A process is deemed to increase its technological tools and capacities
to ensure a seamless transition. For example, additional virtual reality capabilities might
need to be adopted to facilitate negotiations and due diligence in a virtual world, and
more robust cybersecurity will need to be adopted to allow for the safe transmission of
sensitive data back and forth between all parties, notably brokers, acquirers, buyers, and
regulators. While some physical aspects of the M&A process might not fully disappear, the
4.0 industrialization of the sector is imperative to keep up with the rapid digitalization of
the global society.
Increased focus on scope
Before the pandemic, many companies had embarked on 4.0 industrialization, with
some partially implementing new technology capabilities while others still prioritizing
other ongoing concerns over technology. The pandemic has shown the importance of
technological and cybersecurity resilience in a hybrid or fully remote workspace. In the
long-term industries will see a convergence of industries towards the technology industry.
As showcased by a McKinsey survey [34], one of the main priorities of organizations is
to ensure the appropriate digital transformation of their firm, as many still find that the
changes made are inadequate for survival in the next decade. Therefore, mergers and
acquisitions are tools that will be utilized by companies to accelerate the acquisitions of the
skills and knowledge, and capture the scope of their technological capabilities.
Cross-border M&A
In the medium-long term, we can expect a slight increase in the number of international mergers and acquisitions compared to the slump created by the COVID-19. This
trend will be supported by the deployment of vaccines worldwide allowing for a lowering
of travel restrictions, greater geopolitical stability with a Biden-Harris government, and
Brexit now completed in Europe. Organizations interested in solidifying their supply
chains or looking to expand in emerging markets will seize the opportunities presented by
greater geopolitical stability and a low-interest market to venture out in other countries to
scale their company’s operations [35].
Moreover, a lowering of travel restrictions is undoubtedly a factor that would encourage financial leaders who prefer a certain level of physical due diligence to entertain
the idea of international acquisitions or mergers. However, the increasing number of
protectionist governments worldwide might impose greater regulatory scrutiny and deter
cross-border acquisitions. Nonetheless, the vulnerabilities of an interconnected economy
might encourage firms to pursue a deglobalization of their operations: companies might
want to reinforce their local operations to prevent further halts to their supply chain caused
by limitations in cross-border transportation.
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Consolidation of industries
In the coming years, there will be further consolidation of industries through M&A
as firms look into creating efficiencies through synergies, the lowering of the existing
constraints in their respective supply chains, and/or gaining market share. In 2017, “Six
companies controlled nearly the entire mixed-media industry. Four airlines controlled
80% of the market. Five banks controlled 50% of the industry. Ten companies controlled
most of the world’s food supply” [36]. Therefore, in vast industries such as the technology
and healthcare industries, major consolidations are expected post-pandemic. For instance,
in the technology industry, we can expect the execution of conventional consolidations
of hardware and software companies, and a new wave of vertical consolidations where
technology companies such as the FANGS will acquire companies or merge with companies
to create synergies through the acquisition of new proprietary technologies and knowledge
of their competitors.
4. Discussion and Recommendations
After long-term speculations on the shape of the recovery, it is now clear (in 2021) that
the M&A market had a V-shaped recovery despite the ongoing concerns of the COVID-19
virus and its new strains. Compared to the 2008 economic downturn where there was a
lack of liquidity on the markets, in 2021 we can expect the M&A market to continue on
this momentum, as debt and equity financing are readily available and low-interest rates
prevail across the globe.
The pandemic has given a glimpse into how private and public institutions and
individuals will be called to work together in a virtual world. C-suite executives have
gotten a reality check and are now aware of the changes that are required to future-proof
their business models. Consequently, the pre-pandemic strategic thinking of firms will
need to evolve to match this new growth mindset being displayed in the market. Firms can
grow organically through the creation of new products, stronger positioning in expanding
markets, and/or increased efficiency in production, or they can grow inorganically through
M&A.
Consequently, firms seeking to grow inorganically through M&A will need to shift
from a defensive strategy to a more offensive approach to capture the disruptions in their
sector, but also other market opportunities present outside of their traditional market
positioning. Additionally, non-traditional deal-making will also be another way to capture
greater opportunities. For instance, alliances, partnerships, joint ventures, or Special
Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) are other routes that can be used to restructure
businesses for expansive growth. Nonetheless, the post-pandemic business environment
will call for more strategic than financially savvy business deals. Financial buyers are those
with a greater focus on short-term returns, whereas strategic buyers are those who are
interested in acquisitions to generate synergies and long-term growth [24,37–39]. Whatever
the route taken by firms, they must anticipate changes in regulations with a change in US
administration and an increasing number of protectionist governments across the globe
that are looking into supporting their citizen and SMEs in this economic downturn. A
more alert forward-looking outlook will insulate companies from unexpected financial or
operational impacts that could derail the deal strategy [40].
We should not forget the uprising of the public in 2020 against all social inequality,
injustice, and their demand for a more sustainable and equal tomorrow. Therefore, as far
as M&A is concerned it is important to take environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
considerations seriously going forward. The profound cultural, physical, and emotional
trauma left by the pandemic has compelled consumers to evaluate the ethical, societal,
and environmental impact of their consumption decisions [41]. A study performed by
Gomes [42] before the pandemic already concluded that strong corporate social responsibility was important in selecting M&A targets. We can thus assume that in the wake of the
pandemic, as the social, environmental, and governance dimensions become more salient,
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acquirers and sellers will have to be more intentional with who they transact with and
what are the possible far-reaching implications.
Even though there is currently light at the end of the tunnel with the rollout of
vaccines, companies must navigate deals with precaution. Deals are attractive to grow
inorganically but it is equally important to invest in their core business to protect their firms
against similar future disruptions, namely, solidifying their supply chains and cash-to-cash
conversion cycles at all levels of their firms.
Finally, as everyone embraces a digital world, people on all sides of the deal table
should embrace innovation and technology while mitigating future cybersecurity risks
involved with the integration of technology in the deal process. Physical contact will still
be crucial in deal closures; however, the technology will create greater bridges which will
trickle down in more benefits in terms of time, productivity, and relationship building for
dealmakers.
5. Conclusions
In 2021, there is a wave of cautious optimism in the M&A space. With a shift in
priority by firms in response to societal evolution, M&A can support the evolving enterprise
strategies to stimulate growth and scope of companies in the short and medium-term. With
an overflow of debt and equity financing, a prevailing seller’s market will prevail. The
addition of new clauses that account for exogenous shocks, an increased number of baby
boomers looking to sell their firms in view of evading the raise in capital gain taxes, and
the need to capture technological disruption in all spheres of society will help the M&A
market flourish in 2021 and beyond. However, in the short and medium term, it is crucial
for buyers, sellers, and even investment bankers to build their resilience against similar
external threats such as the COVID-19 virus. Most importantly, the lesson learned from the
pandemic is that organizations can no longer put technological changes on the back burner;
rather, it should become one of their priorities. Most importantly, the M&A sector should
have heightened vigilance in regard to scrutiny from lawmakers and ESG considerations.
Unfortunately, with subsequent waves of COVID-19 still impacting countries in varying magnitudes, the research does not fully capture the scope of the impact of the pandemic
on the M&A industry. While the research tries to capture the emerging trends from the
start of the pandemic, there is still room for greater statistical and qualitative analyses
to examine the long-term impact of this exogeneous event on global M&A. It would be
interesting to further analyze how the most hard-hit industries reconstruct themselves and
how M&A will help shape their medium to long-term goals. In light of geopolitical shifts,
it would also be interesting to see how the M&A market adapts to more scrutiny and more
protectionist institutions. Finally, with the momentum given to digital transformation, it
would be equally important to explore the challenges of the M&A industry in terms of
adaptation, efficiency, and technology risk. In the next decade, it is clear that the M&A
processes and strategies employed will evolve to match a 4.0 society.
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